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Question Count Mean Poor 2 3 4 Superior NA
Please rate this course:
Potential usefulness to a professional career. 16 4.88 0 0 0 2 14 0
The course's overall educational value. 16 5.00 0 0 0 0 16 0
The extent of your learning. 16 4.88 0 0 1 0 15 0
The course overall. 16 5.00 0 0 0 0 16 0
Additional feedback on course:
The consistency of workload throughout the semester. 15 4.87 0 0 0 2 13 1
The extent to which you were challenged by the class. 16 4.75 0 0 1 2 13 0
The extent to which teams increased your learning of the subject. 14 4.36 1 1 0 2 10 2
The extent to which instructors worked well as a team. 7 4.86 0 0 0 1 6 9
The extent to which out-of-class assignments furthered your understanding of course content. 15 4.87 0 0 0 2 13 1
Please rate the instructor(s) teaching this course:
The instructor's ability to present material in class. 16 5.00 0 0 0 0 16 0
The instructor's ability to lead class discussions. 16 5.00 0 0 0 0 16 0
The instructor's degree of organization. 16 4.94 0 0 0 1 15 0
The instructor's degree of preparation for classes. 16 5.00 0 0 0 0 16 0
The instructor overall. 16 5.00 0 0 0 0 16 0
Additional feedback for the instructor(s):
The instructor's ability to challenge students and bring out their best. 16 4.94 0 0 0 1 15 0
The instructor's consideration for alternative points of view. 16 4.88 0 0 0 2 14 0
The instructor's accessibility for out of class consultation. 16 5.00 0 0 0 0 16 0
The instructor's sensitivity to gender, cultural, and ideological diversity. 14 5.00 0 0 0 0 14 2
The instructor's fairness in assigning grades 14 4.86 0 0 0 2 12 2
The instructor's caring and concern for the students 16 4.88 0 0 1 0 15 0
The instructor’s provision of timely and useful feedback on graded assignments and exams. 16 4.94 0 0 0 1 15 0
(note: comments in courses more than a few years back are scanned image files, and only display in Internet Explorer) 

Phenomenal. Absolutely phenomenal. These are what business courses at Questrom should be like.

Best class I’ve ever taken

One of the best classes I have taken at Questrom and in fact I'm a bit nostalgic I did not take other classes with Matt. He's a great professor and I wouldn't 
change anything about the course. Thanks again!

This was my favorite class at questrom. I felt that the material was well organized, well structured and well presented. There was enough practical application of 
course concepts to case analysis to sufficiently engage in learning while not overly analyzing frameworks and data. I think that anyone looking to become a 
founder or join a start up should take this class

Great class. Professor Marx is very helpful for entrepreneurs at BU both in and out of the classroom. Anyone at BU who is considering starting a company should 
be taking this course.

arhis was a very good course. I plan to use alot of case and discussion insights as I prepare to start my own company in the near future.

Professor Marx has continually been one of my favorite professors. He excelled in scaling new ventures given his experience. The speakers were experts and very 
pertinent to the cases. It was the only class I felt made cases interesting and would highly recommend this course to anyone interested in starting their own 
company. I appreciate Matt's availability and support during this class as I had personal challenges and he always made sure to make sure I was on track and 
came to class prepared. My favorite was the bike riding demonstration

Thank you yet again for a great class. There has been many times that I left this class after a guest speaker and felt like my world view has changed. Very great 
class that was buoyed by the strong cohort in our class. Thank you again and have a great summer.
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Matt Marx is an awesome professor. He is passionate about the subject matter and very engaged with the class. He knows how to balance teaching with student 
participation, and has had some great guest speakers come in. He mixes up the format of the classes and cases in a nice way that keeps it fresh. This is the 
second class I've taken with him. He goes above and beyond and I'm really glad I took this class. Great semester!

Possibly the best class I've had at Questrom. It got into all the things I really wanted to learn at business school and made me feel more prepared to know how 
to start my own business. Can't say enough positive things about Matt. He faciliated the class discussion so well, kept the energy high, brought in his own 
experiences, and used surveys and data to showcase our own opinions. Guest lecturers brought a lot to the class as well and was impressed at the quality of the 
speakers and their engagement with the class. Great way to end my time at Questrom.

Professor Marx is a tremendous asset to Questrom. This class was terrific. I would encourage anyone remotely interested in entrepreneurship to take this class in 
the last semester; any earlier and the concepts might not resonate to the same degree. Thank you!

Professor Marx has been one of the best professors at BU. This my second class with him, and I have thoroughly enjoyed both. The case study discussions are 
always invigorating and I walk out of class with tons of nuggets. He obviously had a lot of passion and concern for his students. I liked the smaller class size.

This has been my favorite class to date at BU (have one core class remaining before completion). Matt's enthusiasm and knowledge of the subject makes the 3 
hours fly by. He is engaging, guides discussion seamlessly, and is an overall great educator. So glad I took tech strategy when I did, or else I may have missed 
out on Matt's SI857 offering. Matt offering coaching and his support beyond the class is much appreciated. Thank you, Matt

Really learnt a lot from this class. Necessary for every future entrepreneur.

Great course, mind blowing. It is the first time I am engaging in the business class. As a international students, I feel tough to catch up with the class path, 
especially for the arguing part of the class. However, listening to others voice is really helpful to go over and deep understand the class. The case chosen are 
amazing, all of the case give me a vivid world about the founding startups. It's a really worthy experience, and professor.Marx is much more than great! 


